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PRESIDENT CORTIZO BEGINS HIS ADMINISTRATION

President Laurentino Cortizo assumed his responsibilities on July 1 and immediately turned the country’s priority into reactivating its
economy after a 3.7% growth last year compared to higher results in years prior. Part of the reactivation effort is the agriculture sector,
and a clear message was sent during its first cabinet meeting held at Divisa Agronomy Institute which trains professionals in the
development of the agricultural sector. President Cortizo also announced his first trip to the United States to the city of New York
where he will meet with bankers and business executives. The plan is for Panama to float bonds to bridge the income shortfall
predicted for 2019 and to bring internal debts to suppliers up-to-date. This will effectively pump money into the economy while
investment in infrastructure projects and others begin to have an impact in the economy. At the same time, the new government
continues to fill positions and prepare plans that should lead to an economic increase for the country above 5% in 2020.
MARIANO RIVERA INDUCTED INTO THE HALL OF FAME

Mariano Rivera became the second Panamanian inducted into the baseball Hall-of-Fame after being the first player ever to be selected
in 100% of the ballots. In an emotional speech of twenty minutes, Rivera thanked the Baseball Writers Association, the New York
Yankees, his teammates, and the support given by his family and the people of Panama. President Laurentino Cortizo attended the
ceremony as well as Rod Carew, the other Panamanian in the Hall-of-Fame, and former boxing champion Roberto Durán.

PANAMA CITY CELEBRATES 500 YEARS
On August 15, Panama City celebrated its 500th anniversary as the oldest
Spanish settlement in the Pacific. Shorty after its creation in 1519, the city
became the axis for the colonization of Perú in the Pacific South and
Central America while becoming an important trade corridor. In 1671 a fire
destroyed the city during an attack by pirate Henry Morgan. It was rebuilt
two years later a few miles west where the iconic “Casco Antiguo” is
located. In 1997, UNESCO recognized Panama Viejo and the Historic
District of Panama City as World Heritage Sites. A number of events were
organized for the anniversary and dignitaries of several countries attended.
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Third bridge over the Canal Inaugurated

Ford Fund Returns to Panama with
“Driving Dreams” Educational Resources

Ford Motor Company Fund has contributed more than
$400,000 in scholarships and educational resources in
Panama since the initiative was launched in 2015. Ford
returned to Panama for the 2019 season with activities for
300 school students with good academic standing, from
Central Provinces and regions around the country including
the district of San Miguelito in the outskirts of Panama City.

President Cortizo inaugurated, on August 2, the third bridge over the
Panama Canal. Built at a cost of $590 million, the bridge links, for the first
time, the city of Colón with lands west of the Canal, connecting thirteen
towns and close to 500 communities. It is the largest bridge in Panama,
and it is 246 feet over the canal. Besides integrating communities and
making the Atlantic west of the canal accessible, the new bridge will
connect with historic sites of value, developed during colonial times.

Panama to Promote Public-Private Partnerships (PPP)

During the first cabinet meeting of president Cortizo, attention
was paid to the need to reactivate the economy of Panama that
has experienced slow growth in the last few years. One of the
instruments that is believed will generate investments and job
creation is the Public-Private-Partnerships. In the past years
Panama has implemented 35 such projects, but there are plans
to promote this model more aggressively. The project promotes
the development of infrastructure and public services projects
that contribute to the economy and the creation of jobs and
applies to local and international companies. The project is
being sent to the Private Enterprise Council for review. It was
presented by Rodolfo Sabonge, Minister of Public Works. PPP
projects will not apply to the Panama Canal nor certain sectors.
AIR TRANSPORTATION
Copa Airlines Inaugurates New Three-bay Maintenance Hangar

COPA Airlines Begins Direct Flights to Surinam

COPA Airlines, Panama’s national airline, inaugurated
a three-bay hangar as part of its maintenance center,
which will be able to provide 90% of its airframe
maintenance. The facility, which took two years to
build at a cost of $15 million dollars, was inaugurated
by President Laurentino Cortizo with the presence of
COPA’s Chairman of the Board Stanley Motta and CEO
Pedro Heilbron. I29 C checks will be done in-house
while only 2 will be outsourced next year. COPA will
continue investing in the facility to be able to perform
additional checks. The new facility complies with
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) regulations and
will generate two hundred jobs.

As part of its expansion plan to service the
Americas, COPA Airlines began direct flights to
Paramaribo, Surinam, twice a week, reaching 81
destinations to 33 countries. This connects Surinam,
for the first time, with other countries in the
Americas, expanding its opportunities especially in
the area of eco and historical tourism, having been
designated Historical Site by UNESCO. COPA, host of
the “Hub of the Americas” in Tocumen airport now
averages 350 flights a day to its 81 destinations.
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Air Europa Opens Route Madrid-Panama

At the end of June, Air Europa, part of the Globalia Group,
began operations from Madrid, Spain to Panama City, four
times a week. The original flight was inaugurated by
President Juan Carlos Varela before the conclusion of this
presidency. Air Europa is part of the same Star Alliance of
COPA and both airlines will code-share some routes. COPA
will be able to carry Air Europa passengers to other cities in
the Americas. At the same time COPA will be able to
connect with Air Europa’s 22 destinations in Spain and 16
destinations to other cities in the European continent.

Wingo Airlines to Begin Direct Flights
Between Panama and Cuba in November

Wingo Airlines will begin two flights a week, Tuesdays and
Saturdays, to Havana, Cuba in November of this year. The
service will be between Panama Pacifico Airport, west of
the entrance of the Panama Canal, to Jose Marti Airport in
Havana. Wingo, owned by COPA Airlines, will fly Boeings
737-700 with a capacity of 142 passengers and is one of
the top low-cost airlines in the Americas, with flights to
Bogotá, Cartagena, Cali, and Medellín, Colombia.

Panama and Colombia Nearing
Agreement for Electricity Interconnection

First Quantum Minerals Begins Exports of Copper

After twenty years of discussions, Panama and Colombia are getting
close to the long-awaited electricity interconnection between the
two. The two countries, represented by Panama’s ETESA and
Colombia’s ISA, both government-ran entities, seem intent in making
the project a reality. The 310 miles, 82 of them under the sea, would
run from Cordoba Province in Colombia to the Province of Panama
with a capacity to transport 400 MW. The project would reinforce
local supply of electricity and the ability to export to Central America.

First Quantum Minerals’ Cobre Panamá has begun exports with
a Panama flag vessel “Missy Enterprise” carrying 31,377 wet
metric tons of copper concentrate to be followed by the vessel
“Clarke Quay” with approximately 44,000 wet metric tons.
Panama expects to export between 140-175,000 tons in 2019,
increasing to 300,000 tons by the second year and beyond.
Copper will increase significantly Panama’s exports and will be a
welcome economic injection to the province of Colón.

Electric Vehicles Celebrates its First Recharging Station

City of Colon Introduces Electric Taxis

Panama has more than one hundred electric cars; but, it
had yet to get its first electric station which is now
installed at Alta Plaza Mall in Panama City. With a capacity
of 7.2 kilowatts of power, compatible with any electric
model, the company, Celsia, offers free recharging until
February 2020 as an effort to develop the market.

The City of Colón, in the Atlantic, has made a giant leap into
the future by bringing seven electrically-driven taxis as the first
installment of 97 projected at the end of the year. Eventually, it
is expected that 1500 taxis will be imported. The acquisition
was accompanied by a fast charging station. Several electric
buses will also be imported into Panama City for a test market.
Cities across the world, have made the commitment to electric
vehicles as part of a pledge to reduce CO2 emissions.

ENERGY
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PANAMA CANAL
Expanded Panama Canal Continues to Exceed Expectations

After three years of being inaugurated, the expanded Panama Canal
continues to exceed expectations. The 6,000 transits are significantly
above the initial projections. The increase in the number of ships
transiting, the added volume transiting the canal, and the financial
results are an example of a well-planned project, magnificently
executed and professionally managed, creating an impact in trade
routes and in the reduction of CO2 as a result of carrying more volume
with less ships. Since the inauguration of the expansion, the waterway
has reduced more than 75 million tons of CO2, equivalent to the
impact of more than 26 million acres of forests in the same timeframe.

Seven Holland America Ships to do More than 30 Cruises in 2019-20

Holland America has scheduled from September 2019 to May 2020
30 plus sailings through the Panama Canal. Seven ships will offer 16
unique itineraries, including full transits ranging from 14 to 23 days,
as well as 10 and 11-day partial transits that also include Southern
Caribbean cruising. The centerpiece of the itineraries is the Panama
Canal, but other destinations include archeological sites, Mayan
temples, and beaches. Sailings are from Fort Lauderdale, Florida;
San Diego, California; or Vancouver, British Columbia. In addition to
the Panama Canal, they will visit ports in Colombia, Costa Rica,
Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, and islands in the Caribbean.

Panama Ship Register Inks Largest Container Ship in the World

The vessel MSC Gülsün, the largest container ship in the
world, was registered under the Panamanian flag. MSC,
the second largest container operator, has 519 ships with
a capacity of 3.2 million TEUs (container of 20 feet). The
ship is 1300 feet long, 200 feet wide and has a maximum
draft of 52 feet. It is designed to carry 23,000 TEUs.

Panama Canal Starts Repayment of Expansion Debt

The first payment of $115 million for the expansion of the Panama
Canal, finished in June 2016 at a cost of $5.25 billion, was made in
the first semester of the year. The amortization of the debt will be
done by two payment of $115 million a year for ten years. The cost
of the expansion was covered by $2.3 billion in loans and $3.150
billion in Canal funds. The loans were from multilateral financial
institutions including $800 million from the Japan International
Cooperation Bank, $500 million from the European Investment
Bank, $300 million from the Latin America Development Bank,
$300 million from The International Finance Corporation, and $400
million from the Interamerican Development Bank.

MARITIME

Maersk Reiterates its Commitment to Panama

Maersk Shipping, one of the biggest shipping lines in the
world, and one of the main users of the Panama Canal,
visited President Laurentino Cortizo to discuss their
future plans in Panama. Maersk is one of the companies
that uses Panama as a Regional Headquarters and is one
of the main users of the container terminals in the Pacific
as well as the Atlantic and the trans-isthmian railroad.
Maritime Authority Contributes $6.2 million to IMO

As the largest Ship Registry in the world, Panama is the #1 donor
to the International Maritime Organization (IMO). Its 2019 fee is
$6.2 million, 16% of the total budget of the organization. The
contribution was presented by Noriel Araúz, Minister of
Maritime Affairs and Administrator of the Panama Maritime
Authority, during meetings of the organization in London, UK.
Panama is part of IMO’s Category A, made up of the main
maritime countries including: The United States, China, Russia,
Greece, Italy, Japan, Norway, United Kingdom, and South Korea.
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TOURISM
Panama Opens Visitor Center at San Lorenzo

Mariano Rivera, an Icon that Promotes Panama’s Tourism

San Lorenzo Fort, at the entrance of the Chagres River in the Atlantic,
that together with Las Cruces trail served as the main corridor for
people and cargo from the Atlantic to the Pacific of Panama, and
designated as Historical Site by UNESCO, inaugurated a visitor’s
center which will be able to resurrect this valuable asset of colonial
times. The visitor center adds a new option to the thousands of
tourists that enjoy the rich history of Panama as one of the most
important corridors of the Americas. Panama has now inaugurated a
bridge over the canal in the Atlantic coast that will add to the
connectivity of San Lorenzo Fort with the rest of the country.

The great baseball player Mariano Rivera, recently inducted
into the Hall-of-Fame with 100% of the votes, the first player
ever, has become a spokesperson of the “Switch off”
tourism campaign of Panama. The “Switch off” theme is
based on the description that was used when Rivera would
come in late innings to close the game which made him
arguably the best reliver of the game. The campaign is aired
in the East of the United States and is heavy on social media.

Pacific Panama Becoming a Touristic Destination

Boquete Continues to Make Waves

With more than 250, mostly inhabited islands in Las Perlas Archipelago
in the Gulf of Panama, the area has become an attractive tourist
destination for snorkeling in the idyllic castaway cays on nearby
Chapera, Boyarena, and Mogo Mogo. June through October brings
migrating humpbacks to the area, making the Pearl Islands prime
whale-watching territory. To the western limit of the Gulf, the
fishermen town of Pedasi is just a few miles from Isla Iguana, a
protected wild refuge and haven for green iguanas, frigate birds, hermit
crabs, and other varieties. A short swim from the beach is a sprawling
reef with more than 350 species of fish among 17 varieties of colorful
coral. It is a paradise that is beginning to make a name for itself.

Danilo Perez Foundation Participates in Tourist Promotion of Panama

Panamanian pianist & two-time Grammy award winner Danilo
Perez, announced three concerts to be played at Albrook Mall,
Santiago Mall, and Paseo Central as part of the touristic
campaign “Switch off”. The presentations are part of an effort
by the Danilo Perez Foundation to promote their education
programs and to support Panama’s tourism campaign, led by
Hall-of-Famer pitcher of the New York Yankees, Mariano Rivera.

Boquete, one of the most attractive retiree havens in the
Americas, continues to make waves. Planning for next
year’s annual jazz and blues festival has started and will be
held again at Valle Escondido. At the same time a number
of attractive restaurants have opened, offering varieties
from BBQ ribs, to burgers, Italian cuisine, and others.
Tourism is a priority for the reactivation of the economy

Panama has always been recognized to have a strong base for the
development of tourism. It is one of the main components of the
GDP of Panama with impact in several sectors of the economy. The
Chamber of Tourism is urging the new government to formalize the
Tourism Investment Fund and to accelerate the inauguration of the
Amador Convention Center as initiatives to have immediate impact.
One of the attractive characteristics of Panama is its tourism
diversity such as eco-tourism in the highlands, historical tourism,
shopping, beaches, indigenous attractions, the eclectic Casco
Antiguo (Old quarters), and of course the Panama Canal.
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Panama Leads Ranking of 25 Top Places to Retire

Isla Palenque: A new Touristic Destination

The renowned publication International Living, in its 2019
ranking, placed Panama at the top of the list for countries to
retire. The countries in order of importance were: (1) Panama, (2)
Costa Rica, (3) Mexico, (4) Ecuador, (5) Malaysia, (6) Colombia, (7)
Portugal, (8) Perú, (9) Thailand, and (10) Spain. International
living also ranked the top cities to retire within Panama: (1)
Boquete, (2) Pedasí, (3) La Concepción, (4) Torio, (5) Santa Fé, (6)
Bocas del Toro, (7) Contadora Island, (8) Casco Antiguo Panama
City, (9) Beaches west of Panamá City, and (10) Chitré.

A new tourist destination, a 400 acres resort from Cayuga
Collection in Isla Palenque, is located in the Chiriquí
Marine National Park in the western part of the country
bordering with Costa Rica. It is a wild life refuge of
extraordinary beauty with eight secluded beach front
suites built in a natural habitat. It is also a five-star culinary
experience. Built in 2018, it is one of the new attractions
of the diversified tourist offerings of Panama.

BUSINESS & TRADE Panama Formalizes $2 Billion in Bonds

During his visit to New York City, President Cortizo formalized a
2-Billion-dollar emission led by Citi Group. The money will be
used to pay suppliers, bring accounts up-to-date, and invest in
needed infrastructure projects. The money has maturity dates
of ten and forty years, both at less than 4% interest, the lowest
Panama has gotten in its history in capital markets.
Panamanian Coffee Prices Reaching New Heights

Coffee prices from Panama have been fetching high prices in the
world market especially in Asia but recently made its appearance in
California with coffee from Elida Natural Geisha beans purchased in
Panama at a world record $803 per pound in June. 10 pounds of
the coffee were bought and distributed among locations of Klatch
Coffee Roasters. Klatch describes Elida Natural Geisha as a “rare
variety of Arabica coffee that came to Panama from a research lab
in Costa Rica but has its origins in Ethiopia.” The coffee has “floral,
tea like and stone fruit flavors” with jasmine, bergamot, sugar cane,
peach, or apricot “flavor notes.” On July 16 Elida Natural Geisha
surpassed, for the first time ever, the price of $1,000 per pound in
an electronic international auction, reaching the price of $1,029.

Banana and Wood Lead Exports in First Quarter

For the first quarter of 2019 Panama exported $156.8 million,
with bananas leading the way with $29.9 or 20% of exports
followed by wood with $15.1 million or 10%. Sugar was in
third place with $9.6 million, scrap with $8.7, and medicines
with $8.1. The leading importing countries were The
Netherlands, United States, India, Taiwan, China, Guatemala,
Nicaragua, and the U.K. During the same time, Panama
imported $3,167 million with hydrocarbons leading the way
with $195 million in diesel, jet fuel $111, and gasoline $95
million. $106 million in medicines were imported.

Panama: Security Seal for Exporting Wood

Wood was the #2 export of Panama in the first quarter of the
year. From January to September 2018, the main Central
American exporters of wood and its manufactures was Costa
Rica with $58 million, followed by Panama with $49 million,
Honduras with $45 million, Guatemala with $42 million,
Nicaragua with $6 million, and El Salvador with $5 million. The
objective of the Security Seal regulation is to lower the cost of
transportation of a container of wood. For instance, shipping a
container to India costs $800 while transporting it by road from
the province of Chiriquí to ports in Colón costs $1,100.
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Panama Makes First Beef Shipment to China

Carnes de Coclé in Las Tablas of Los Santos, Panama, exported the
first container of Panamanian beef bound for China from the port
of Balboa, as part of a new bilateral trade agreements between the
two countries. It is expected that in the next 18 months some
5,000 tons of beef, valued at $25 million, will be exported.
PANAMA AND TEXAS

Willie Panama Visits Houston

Willie Panama (William L. Duguid) visited the Consulate of
Panama in Houston on occasion of his travel to Houston
to perform in Galveston, Texas. Willie Panama is an
energetic and enthusiastic Panamanian that has made a
career in the Unite States in music and movies. He has
traveled extensively throughout the world sharing his
vibrant music and highlighting his Panama roots.

Prairie View A&M Group Visits Panama

Professors and students of Prairie View A&M University, part of the Texas
A&M System, visited Panama as part of a study group, which covered topics
in transportation, education, logistics, tourism, and others. The group was
received by Manzanillo International Terminal (MIT) in Colón. Prairie View
A&M is one of the highest ranked universities in Texas, especially in the
agriculture sector. The mayor of Prairie View, David Allen, was born in
Panama and has led trade missions to Panama in the past. Texas is the #1
state for Panamanians studying at universities in the United States.

Mayor Turner welcomes Ruben Blades to City Hall

Mayor Sylvester Turner hosted a press conference to welcome
Panamanian Grammy-award winner, singer, composer, and band
leader Ruben Blades to Houston in a press conference at City Hall.
Blades visited Houston to perform with Houston Jazz Band in a
concert where he mixed Afro-Cuban music with salsa, jazz, and
iconic songs from Frank Sinatra and Michell Legrand. At the
podium, Chief of Police Art Acevedo, Amb. Juan B. Sosa, Mayor
Sylvester Turner, Special Guest Ruben Blades, Councilman David
Robinson, and Artistic Director of Jazz Houston Vincent Gardner.

GRULAC Organizes Soccer Clinic for the Community

Left: Youngester at the clinic. Right: President of Bayern Munich America with GRULAC Consuls
Taking advantage of the visit of the renowned soccer club Bayern Munich from Germany that played against
Real Madrid of Spain at NGR stadium in Houston, GRULAC (Ibero America Consular Group) organized a clinic
for youngsters 12-16 years old that had the presence of Brazil’s legend Giovane Elber. Consul Generals Juan B.
Sosa from Panama and José Luis Briceño from Chile organized the initiative that had forty youngsters
representing consulates. Randy Czarlinsky of the Jewish American Committee was instrumental in obtaining
the field to conduct the clinic. In the game a day before the clinic, Bayern Munich beat Real Madrid 3-1.
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Fitch Positive on Panama

PRO-PANAMA UPDATE

Reactivation of the Economy

The Fitch Rating for July was positive for Panama
expecting that the new government will maintain
existing market-oriented policies and face successfully
challenges regarding a weakening fiscal situation in the
last few months. It also expects that new reforms will
be introduced to boost government revenues and is
predicting an increase in the GDP of the country to
4.7% in 2019 and 5.3% in 2020. Economic recovery is
expected as new money is pumped into the economy
and Panama begins exporting copper from Minera
Panama’s project in the Atlantic coast.

As one of the first acts of his administration,
President Cortizo is injecting $2 Billion dollars into
the economy as a result of a bond placement in
New York on July 17. The money will be used to
pay suppliers of the government, bring its
accounts up-to-date, and assign investments in
critical areas. The infusion of money will be
welcome in an economy that has slowed its
growth rate to 3.7%, still one of the highest in
Latin America, and is expected to recoup quickly.

Panama to Host the World Water Summit

President Cortizo travels to New York

Panama is hosting the World Environmental Water
Resource Congress on September 1-4 at Hotel Riu Plaza
Panama. The four-day conference’s theme is “Water –
Connecting the World” and will cover six different
topics that include: Hydraulic Structures, Ports &
Coastal Engineering, Hydro-Environment, Water
Management & Hydro Informatics, River & Sediment
Management, Climate Change and Extreme Events.
One thousand engineers and scientists are expected.
Advertising Campaign Targets the United States and Canada

The Panama Tourism Authority and the Tourism
Promotional Fund will invest $6 million in the next
eight
months promoting Panama’s most
attractive destinations in the United States and
Canada. This is meant to close the vaccum that
exists until a new international campaign starts in
2020. The segments that will be promoted are the
Panama Canal, Panama City, nature, adventure,
diversity, history, culture and sun & beaches.
Mana Group interested in developing a project in Tocumen

Mana Group of South Florida is interested in
leading a group of investors to acquire a tract
of land by Tocumen International Airport and
build an Aeropolis, a state-of-the art logistics
hub integrating residential, commercial and
logistics in one self-contained community.

President Cortizo traveled to New York City
in July, his first trip overseas and met with
business leaders of different sectors of the
economy. The trip was part of President
Cortizo’s effort to highlight the potential of
Panama’s economy and the opportunities
that exist for foreign investors in his effort
to jump-start the economy.
Coastal Ribbon to link Panama City
with Amador Convention Center
The Coastal Ribbon that circles the Bay of Panama
will be linked to the new Convention Center in
Amador by the entrance of the Panama Canal.
This will make access from the city to the Center
easier and allow for a normal flow of vehicles to a
Center that will have the capacity to house 20,000
people. The Ministry of Public Works in working
on plans and expects to call for a bid in sixty days.
Hospital Ship Provides Medical Assistance

U.S. service members and medical professionals abroad
the hospital ship USNS Comfort began the medical ship
mission in Colón on August 7. The Comfort team is
integrated by 900 military, non-government volunteers
and personnel from the partner nation. This marks the
fourth visit to Panama and seventh to the region in the last
twelve years. It is part of the U.S. Southern Command
Enduring Promise initiative, an on-going commitment with
Caribbean, Central and South American nations.

